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ABOUT THIS BOOK
This book starts where other books about innovation end.
Having seen more than one hundred bankruptcies from the inside and more than six hundred
failed product ideas over 27 years, Martin Schweiger takes the reader by the hand and walks
him down to the morgue. By way of example, he dissects dead innovation and derives a
simple yet efficient structure that helps you better understand what made these casualties
happen. Starting from there, it becomes clear that – as is often in life – an organized defense
line is more important than a bold center forward.
Entrepreneurs receive a big picture model to easily communicate what they are planning to
do, aligning their technicians and managers to perform better in new product development.
Investors get a more transparent picture of what they are investing in, what they can possibly
expect in the near future, and when is a good time to exit their investment.
This book also helps people who advise start-up companies in business matters, such as
general lawyers, accountants, and marketing experts. It is Martin Schweiger’s calling to
produce materials that guide these support professionals through the minefields that come
with innovation. This book will also help them to better cooperate with patent attorneys, who
are the trained hands-on specialists in intellectual property law.
This book is for:
Å Inventors who want to commercialize their innovative ideas, and who believe that a

successful business is not just about the products themselves
Å Legal professionals who want to help their own clients when asked for advice outside

their own domains of expertise
Å Innovation Managers who want to help their R&D teams stay on track and meet their

KPIs
Å Young and bright people who want to understand how intellectual property,

innovation strategy and entrepreneurship fit together
This book can be found in three versions:
Å The Shotgun Edition, a summary condensing the most important points for time-

strapped readers. It comes in the form of a Kindle ebook for easy reading on a handheld
device. Like a shotgun, this edition intends to shoot in the general right direction with
hopes of hitting the target.

Å The Rifle Edition, a comprehensive business book meant for professionals who work

with inventors, be they accountants, lawyers, investors, bureaucrats, or even the general
Å public. It comes in the form of a PDF. Like a rifle, this edition is more powerful than a

shotgun, and can go a further distance in explaining these complex concepts. You also
get a one-month trial ordinary membership access to Martin Schweiger’s personal
website, with training courses for intellectual property, innovation strategy and
business-related topics. You can find out more about it at https://ip-lawyertools.com/the-4x4-innovation-strategy
Å The Scope Edition, a value-added premium hardcover version intended for innovators

and their managers. It comes with a one-month trial premium membership access to a
section of Martin Schweiger’s personal website that is hidden from the public. There
you can get personalized information when you need it. Like a scope rifle, it is a
powerful, highly-focused tool to further advance and promote your innovation in
depth.
What you hold in your hand is the Shotgun Edition. Each part is cross-referenced with
Martin Schweiger’s online portal at ip-lawyer-tools.com where there is supplementary material
to support your understanding. As this is dynamic material, Martin Schweiger expects regular
updates of his books. In the meantime, please join our online community.
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PART A: INNOVATION

AND THE TRANSCENDENT POWER
BEHIND INNOVATION
There is an innovator inside some of us. Not in everyone, but only a few selected people.
It is my firm belief that you are either born an innovator or you will never become one. The
ability to innovate is inseparable from your nature.
Innovation is a deeply human instinct that cannot be analyzed or automated. At its most
fundamental, innovation is a capacity for imagination, inventiveness, inspiration… and the
ability to combine these powers to create new technologies.
Because most people do not have it, innovation can seem a mystery; a realm of genius or
chance, accessible only by a lucky few. We celebrate famous innovators and inventors for how
their ideas have changed our world.
But this is just one side of the coin. Being an innovative person often is a curse, and not a
blessing. Many innovators end up in bankruptcy and depression.
The difficulty lies in developing your fragile new ideas into viable, commercially-successful
technologies. Because innovation, if done wrongly, has drastic consequences.
The good news is that there is a natural structure governing the field of innovation.
It is my calling to shed light on this structure. This is my ultimate reason for writing this book
for you, a professional who works with inventors. Because I want innovators to have a guide
map for bringing out the best in themselves, instead of stubbornly fighting against nature.
Visit https://bit.ly/4x4-innovation for Part A updates and discussion forums.
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TACTICS, STRATEGY, OR WISDOM. SUCCESS OR FAILURE.

WINNING THE INNOVATION,
IP AND BUSINESS GAME
1. Tactics, Strategy, Wisdom
Most books on innovation jump straight into tactics for R&D or patents. They focus on
specific actions (tactics), and ignore the big picture structure or goals (strategy).
Well, the title of this book includes “Innovation Strategy”. My insights on innovation come
after years of hindsight as both inventor and patent attorney.
As a young engineer, I went deep into R&D. And because I wanted to know how to make my
own inventions successful, I became a patent attorney. After practicing for almost three
decades, I found that patents are only one of the 25 tools in a patent attorney’s toolbox.
More importantly, I also found out that patent tactics are only one of four strategic areas that
innovators need in order to be successful.
Now that half my life has passed, I begin to see the entire picture. There is much more to
consider in the area of innovation.
A Natural Five-Layer Structure
I have discovered a natural five-layer structure in innovation, which this book mirrors in its
five parts A to E.
There is a complementary structure found in the minds of innovators. It describes five levels
of insight that potential innovators can have. Simply put, the goal is to move up from zero
insight to full insight, which crests in achieving wisdom in innovation.
To achieve a higher level of insight, you need to understand the differences between
knowledge and wisdom. Knowledge tries to game the system. Wisdom cooperates with the
principles of the system. Knowledge is interested in what you can get from an innovative idea.
Wisdom cares about what seeds you sow in order to derive income from it.
As an innovator, where are you on this scale?
Insight Level 1: Robot.

(I am only including this for the sake of completeness.) Minds at this
level have no insight, nor knowledge, and you can forget about wisdom. If you are at this
level, you just react to what happens. You are told what to do, when to do it, and how to do
2

it. You function like a robot with no independent thought.
Insight Level 2: Basic Facts.

The lowest level of insight is knowledge. This means possessing
the basic facts. For a patent attorney, it would be knowing facts such as “the Paris Convention
deadline for claiming priority of a foreign filing date is 12 months for patent applications”.
For everyone, you would know standard facts like “4 x 4 = 16”.
Insight Level 3: tactics.

These are techniques. Plans based on knowledge. Methods, shortcuts,
and ways to get things done. If you want to draft a good patent application, get a checklist
from us on the ten most serious pitfalls to avoid—that is a tactic. Other examples of tactics
include filing a patent application in a certain country, or adding a specific claim category to
your patent application that enhances the scope of protection of the later granted patent.
Insight Level 4: strategy.

This is the overarching plan, the approach. Strategy is knowing that
in innovation, there is an order or hierarchy of what to do, and when to do it. Strategy is
defining your innovation in terms of what really matters (“I can solve this pain and there are
people who would pay for solving it”), instead of the assets you have (“I have a patent
portfolio”).
Insight Level 5: wisdom.

This is the highest level of insight. Wisdom sees the highest purpose
in everything you do. Wisdom does not let small things dictate big things. Wisdom is being
able to see the reason why you are doing innovation, and how to practically align it with
overall goals of your company.
In innovation, the level of wisdom is difficult to reach. While not every innovator can learn to
achieve wisdom in innovation, many innovators carry the seed for wisdom within themselves.
But first, we will look at some fundamental attitudes and assumptions about innovation, that
directly affect your chances of success or failure.
2. Success and Failure
Start-Up Failure is Common
Over 27 years, I have seen about 100 bankruptcies from the inside. Why do I see bankruptcies
from the inside? Because when a company with Intellectual Property (IP) goes bankrupt, the
bankruptcy liquidator always wants to know, “What can we get for selling these patents,
trademarks, and Internet domains?” I would then help him to sell the IP. When everything is
over, he would usually tell me why this particular start-up went bankrupt. So yes, I am
familiar with bankruptcy.
I have also seen about 600 failed products. How do I know a product has failed? Because if
3

inventors have filed patents for their products with my firm, and suddenly send an email with,
“Hey, I don’t want to pay the renewal fees for this patent,” it means that they are giving up
their patents. If I ask why, the inventor always says, “It didn’t work out.”
Being curious, I always need to find out why. The answers? Yes, there is a patent, but nothing
has been done to bring the invention to market. Or, there is a sophisticated prototype but “it
still has too many bugs”. Or perhaps there is zero knowledge about competitors, or about
their competing products. And Freedom-to-Operate (FTO) is a mysterious loanword. And so
on. In short, a great many reasons why the product or the start-up failed.
The Problem With “Fail Fast”
Silicon Valley’s famous phrase “fail fast” is used to describe how start-ups should celebrate and
embrace failure. Other versions of these include “fail fast and fail often”, “fail forward” or “fail
better”. It basically says that entrepreneurs need to throw themselves into their ventures, no
holds barred, and achieve some spectacular failures before they get a success.
This is an attractive point of view. It is also conventional start-up thinking—a popular
management buzzword that both inventors and investors like to use to impress the media.
I personally think it is stupid to glamorize failure. Here are some issues with “fail fast”:
Å It is a fantasy, and not one created by actual inventors. It is bad advice, based on
Å

Å

Å
Å

Å

various myths about entrepreneurship and innovation.
It encourages overly-linear thinking. You narrowly focus all your energies on the
development of a product. You cannot see the forest for the trees. You get tunnel
vision.
It makes you give up too easily. This might work for young or inexperienced
entrepreneurs who take advantage of rich VC funds. It does not work for real products
created by real inventors, with actual market value.
It creates a frantic, short-term company culture. Employees are focused on the technical
aspect of product achievement. There are few other common visions.
As an engineer by training, and having worked as a military engineer, I am trained to
design systems against failure. A system failure can be a cause of death. The word
“failure” therefore does not sound attractive to me.
And worst, it encourages bankruptcy.

Failure by Bankruptcy is The End
Failure in itself is neutral. But bankruptcy means a total loss of control. Game over. You
cannot live to fight another day.
If you were a start-up founder, which would you choose?
4

Fall in love with your single great idea. Use all your energy and resources to develop it. Go out
in a blaze of glory, with nothing left. But at least you are secure in the knowledge that you
tried your best. (Reality: it is usually not glorious. More likely, you will be exhausted,
depressed, uncertain, and your life in pieces.)
Or, have a hundred parallel ideas. Because you cannot focus on all of them at the same time,
you pick one that seems viable.
The best option is to pick an idea that is already out there, that is used by someone else, but is
not yet put to practice in a way that you like. So it does not yet work for the market segment
that you are aiming at. Test this idea, tweak it, and allow small controlled failures from
negative market responses. If the idea does not seem to work at all, cut your loss, and try the
next best idea. Iterate the process, and learn from your mistakes. Do it as low-risk as possible,
and avoid bankruptcy at all costs! Once your company starts to thrive, you can try more than
one idea in parallel, provided that they are related to each other. You will need a manager to
coordinate your innovative efforts once you reach that state.
Avoid Bankruptcy by Cutting Your Losses Early
This approach, which I call “parallel processing until cutting your losses” has the following
benefits:
Å Less risk. Because there are clear early-stage indicators for success or failure, you can
Å

Å

Å

Å

Å

choose to cut your losses early.
Failure is controlled. Because you can cut your losses, you can go on to pursue the next
idea. The failure that occurs is the controlled failure of a product or invention, not of
your entire company or business.
Allows multiple ideas. In any tech company, a good CTO should always have a whole
portfolio of product ideas, in case the current one fails while testing the market
response. This redundancy reduces the business risk.
The company is actually sustainable. Even if a product fails, the company lives.
Employees are still employed, and their knowledge and training are still available.
Company culture and expertise is best built over the long-term.
More creativity, flexibility, and room for dissent. Tunnel vision across a company
occurs when everyone blindly follows the inventor. If people are not fixated on a single
product goal or single source of authority, the company can have diverse viewpoints.
Most importantly, this approach is strategic. As a start-up with few resources, you cannot
afford to develop more than one idea at a time. This constraint forces you to be very
strategic in all your business decisions.
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Part of Success is Staying Alive Despite Failed Products
As an inventor myself, I am personally familiar with failed products. I have created over a
hundred inventions, and filed patent applications for several dozens. But many of my
inventions did not work out in the market. Nobody wanted to pay money for them. So I
abandoned the patent applications early, usually before they were granted. I cut my losses by
not spending any more money and time on failed inventions.
A failed invention does not have to mean bankruptcy. I should know, because I am still here,
running a successful company that has little to do with my failed inventions.
The difference between a successful company and an unsuccessful company is that the former has a
high frequency of innovation, but does not get killed by its innovation.
Failed products are common. Many innovations do not make it to market. The trick is in
recognizing the looming failure early enough so that you can cut off funding and free it up for other
critical business needs. The important thing always is how to prioritize your resources such that
the focus is put on what is a tangible success.
What happens when you do not do this? What if your priorities are all wrong, and you have
zero strategy, no clue about patents, and poor business instincts?
3. An Inventor’s Story
A Brilliant Inventor With a World-Changing Product
Jason is a brilliant inventor, and one day, after years of effort, he succeeded in making
something extraordinary.
It was a control device which would give deep data insights into electric power generation and
transmission, for multiple energy sources: solar power, hydro power, wind power, heat
conversion power, storage elements, transmission lines, you name it.
It was scalable—it could be miniaturized to fit into a smartwatch, installed into a home
electrical system, or even expanded to cover a full electrical city grid. It could be used for
numerous products and industries, and it would finally solve the problem of optimizing the
distribution of electrical energy to where it is actually needed. And the best was that it would
pay for itself by AI arbitrage trading if deployed on a medium to large scale system.
It solved a problem, it was original and innovative, it could disrupt an entire industry, it had
potential applications for energy products and markets all around the world.
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Jason was really excited. He had invented a great product! Jason is from the energy industry,
so he would know. He himself could not wait to use this product and install it in every
electrical circuit, and of course so would everyone else. His disruptive invention would soon
be the standard in electrical systems everywhere.
Or so he thought.
Jason Becomes an Entrepreneur
Jason had always been an efficient, creative engineer, an expert in his field. He did not like to
be managed by business people who did not understand his work, and he chafed at the
restrictions of his job.
As a longtime inventor-engineer who finally has a successful working device, he felt ready to
jump into a new phase of life as an entrepreneur. Surely, with his expertise, brilliance,
motivation and resources, he could do better than the average businessman?
Now, more about Jason. At that time, he was 49 years old. He was married with two children
aged 12 and 14, but had very comfortable retirement savings from his high-paying job.
Coincidentally, his company was undergoing a restructuring, and offered him a generous job
severance package that was twice his yearly salary, tax-free.
It seemed the right time. He convinced his family and friends to contribute seed money. He found
himself an investor and a patent attorney. He started a company, and recruited smart people to
work for him. With the influx of easy cash and legal advice, he thought he was all set.
But over the next five years, Jason proceeded to make just about every mistake possible.
Jason’s Mistakes
Let’s list them down.
Å As a perfectionist engineer, Jason could never finish his R&D. There was always one
more important bug to be fixed before he would even consider switching to serious
sales. He had too much of a Technician mindset.
Å Jason lived in a dream world where the rules did not apply to him. Jason was not
interested in whether his plans were possible. To him, the obvious advantages of his
invention would convince lawmakers to adapt their regulations to allow his products
into the market. He was aware of some competitors working in the same technical area,
but he never cared about their IP portfolios. He could always deal with it later.
Å Jason never considered sales important, and tried to develop a finished product
without getting any market response. He was sure that his product was so good that a
salesman was not needed. He often quoted Ralph Waldo Emerson: “Build a better
7

Å

Å

Å

Å

Å

Å

Å

mousetrap, and the world will beat a path to your door”. Was the product something
the market wanted? He did not know. Were there potential customers for the product?
Maybe, but he did not try to reach them and get feedback.
Jason had filed one initial patent, but he did not protect the improvements of his
invention. He told himself, “Filing patents is expensive, right?” Later, he would find
out that the basic concept in his patent application had already been known from an
early 1950s patent. So the scope of protection he had was limited to the specific
embodiment described in his early patent application.
He acquired multiple granted patents without having a use for them. He thought that
innovation started with IP, and that he needed to protect his ideas before anything else.
Because of his poor understanding of patents, he filed, and was granted, patents for his
one invention in ten countries. He got these patents without ever having done market
research in any of these countries. Filing these patents was very expensive, and cost him
about a quarter of his entire budget.
He did not understand freedom-to-operate (FTO). FTO refers to whether it is
commercially safe for you to sell your product in a country, without infringing existing
third-party rights. Perhaps there are patents owned by others, with potential infringement
risk. Perhaps the country has strict laws and requirements. Perhaps the industry has tough
compliance regulations. Perhaps the product comes with a liability that no one wants to
shoulder. Basically, he thought that having a patent was good enough.
He did not know anything about his competitors. Jason, like many inventors in love
with their own product, thought there was no competition. Anyway, he figured that by
patenting his invention, he was fully protected and did not have to worry about
competitors. First, there is always competition! Second, the competition also has
patents, and they may try to enforce their rights. Knowing the patent landscape lets you
evaluate business risk and take evasive action.
He was not aware of different country regulations. Electricity is a public utility, and
considered essential infrastructure. It is subject to many regulations, responsibilities,
and liabilities, which are not standardized. You cannot assume that what works in your
home country can be transferred wholesale to another. Each market would need its
own entry strategy, even if you have a patent for that market.
He listened to bad IP advice, and acquired trademarks in five countries for his
company logo. This one is unbelievable. As an entrepreneur, you must bootstrap and
spend your money wisely. Jason’s cousin is a graphic designer, and he was proud of her
specially-designed company logo. However, whoever gave him IP advice should be
shot. Trademarking a company logo (five times!) serves no purpose other than to
provide the patent attorney with paid work.
Psychologically speaking, Jason was not a natural entrepreneur. He was too nice. Jason
could not say no—he took care of every employee who needed help. He expended resources
he could not afford—he supported his wife’s extended family financially, and also paid for
expensive holidays. Ultimately, he was unable to control his business. When his software
engineer ran away with all the source codes for an AI technology extension, Jason felt
8

betrayed. But he decided to not pursue the theft as he did not like trouble. Fundamentally,
Jason did not have the right personality to make difficult but necessary business decisions.
Å Jason, like many inventors, had a stubborn, rigid personality. He was convinced that he
was always right. He thought that he knew marketing, because only common sense was
necessary for understanding it. He did not actually care about marketing, only spending
perhaps 10 hours reading about it when he should have spent at least 1,000. All he cared
about was his invention. The very fact that he invented it convinced him that there had to
be a market. He did not develop his product to meet an immediate need or desire. He also
ignored the fact that buyers do not want to be educated, nor do they want to do things
differently. He was so set in his ways that all efforts to persuade him otherwise failed.
I met Jason five years into his entrepreneurship journey. His business was in trouble, and he
had almost no resources left.
At its peak, his company had 20 people, but all have left and he is now alone. His first main
investor was already burnt, and did not want to contribute more money despite holding a
massive 40% equity. Jason had depleted the investments from his pool of “family, friends and
fools”. In fact, his mother sold her second apartment, which was supposed to be her
retirement plan, to finance her son’s dreams.
And his personal life was not doing well either. He was working from home. His wife was
helping with the accounting, as he could no longer afford an office nor an accountant. His
children were now 17 and 19, and entering university. He was now 54 years old, and his
savings were all gone. He was thinking of selling his own apartment, but then where would
they all live? Needless to say, there was family tension at home.
What really struck me was, after five years, he had not sold even one device. He had zero revenue!
And he had no prospects for revenue! While he had some assets (those patents and company
logos), their value is questionable.
And what amazed me even further was that he was still looking for yet another investor! Jason
came to me because he wanted advice. He wanted to spend his limited remaining resources to
get more patents, so that he could attract better investors and extend his runway longer.
Jason still suffered from the delusion that his wonderful, innovative product alone was enough
for business success.
I see great products all the time. But without a proper innovation strategy and without being
led by a real entrepreneur, a business has two major strikes against it from the beginning.
My final advice to Jason? I told him to stop here.
For more content, please see https://ip-lawyer-tools.com/the-4x4-innovation-strategy
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PART B: HIERARCHY

FINDING ORDER IN CHAOS
Because “innovation” can be such a broad topic, most people do it in a very haphazard way.
Innovators can get so excited by the power of their ideas that they fail to consider other
aspects.
Å Can their ideas be developed into a saleable product?
Å What are the barriers to entry for selling the product?
Å How do you prevent your competitors from copying your ideas,
or at least manage that risk?
Å How do you get paid and ensure sufficient cash flow?
Å Are there customers who actually want the product, and are they
willing to change their habits?
Å What happens if customers cannot be taught to use your new product?
I believe that anyone seriously interested in succeeding at innovation needs to impose some
structure. There must be a clear hierarchy of what to do, and when to do it. In short, a plan.
The good news is that there is a natural Innovation Strategy, where you apply the four
innovation tactics of R&D, FTO, IP Protection and Market Validation across the four standard
technology development phases of Idea, Conceptual model, Prototype and Product.
Visit https://bit.ly/4x4-hierarchy for Part B updates and discussion forums.
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INNOVATION STRATEGY: THE BIG PICTURE

A 4X4 MODEL FOR BRINGING
YOUR IDEAS TO MARKET
1. From Idea to Market
What are the phases in product development?
Å It starts with an Idea. Ideas are generally conceived by inventors. And this happens
under the shower, in the bus, or other unusual places and never at work.
Å The idea then develops into a Conceptual Model. A conceptual model is a very simple
model which shows that the idea in principle can work. It has nothing to do with the
product. A conceptual model is all about demonstrating that the idea can be put to practice.
Å The conceptual model usually develops into Prototype. A prototype may have some similarity
with the end product, but it cannot yet be considered a product. A prototype exists for testing,
for you to try out whether the idea can be feasibly put into practice. Through the testing
process, you also get important information like the costs in building the final product.
Å After a lot of testing, the prototype evolves into a Product V1.0. V1.0 stands for
version 1.0, which is the first viable, market-ready version of the product, something
that customers actually intend to pay money for.
If customers are willing to pay for Product V1.0, over time it will develop into a Product
V2.0, and so on, as the product adjusts to the demands of the market. If you get to this point,
congratulations! Your idea has successfully gone to market.
Perfection in Product Development
Another way to think of product development is how product perfection increases over time.
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In the graph, the X-axis shows the phases of the product, and the Y-axis is an estimation of
product perfection. A, B, C and D denote inventive concepts, which are ideas that are
original and therefore protectable by patents. As a product moves through the phases from
idea to a product v1.0, inventive concepts keep getting added, and the product increases its
“product perfection” over time.
At the idea stage, product perfection is at 0%. 100% perfection is marked by a horizontal line
at the top; while our product will never actually get to this point, it approaches the line over
the course of its development.
As you can see, an idea with an inventive concept A evolves into a conceptual model, which
has the inventive concepts A and B. The conceptual model then develops into a prototype
with the inventive concepts A, B and C. Finally, we have a product v1.0, which has the
inventive concepts A, B, C and D. The measure of product perfection is already pretty good
for our product v1.0. Perhaps at some point, there will be a product v2.0 with a higher
perfection percentage, or even more product iterations as over time.
Of course, this is a picture of successful product development, where a positive cycle of
growth is established after a viable product v1.0.
However, this seldom happens in a typical product development cycle, as many inventors fail
before getting there. Most start-up companies and most new products entering a market never
survive long enough to become viable. Instead, their product development gets trapped in a
doom spiral, because of a totally flawed approach to innovation strategy.
In the next section, I will explain what innovation strategy is, how most people do not
actually have a strategy (and therefore fail), and an ideal innovation strategy model that greatly
increases your chances of success.
2. A 4x4 Matrix for Innovation Strategy
Let’s review the 4 phases in product development. They are:
Å
Å
Å
Å

the idea phase, where an inventor comes up with a product idea
the conceptual model phase, developed to show that the idea works in principle
the prototype phase, to test the feasibility of putting the idea into practice
the product version 1.0, which people are willing to pay money for

Now, we put these phases along the time-based X-axis of a matrix.
On the Y-axis, we also have 4 stages:
12

Å
Å
Å
Å

R&D
Freedom-to-Operate (FTO)
IP protection
Market response

These are the actionable innovation tactics that you execute at every phase of your product
development.

My IoT Mosquito Trap
I will explain these tactics in the context of a product.
As you know, I am also an inventor. I have been living in Singapore for over 20 years, and a
common seasonal problem is dengue, a mosquito-borne infectious disease. One of my
inventions was a mosquito trap to solve this problem. It was a pretty good idea as it turned my
property mosquito-free within three weeks, and I was featured in The Straits Times,
Singapore’s national newspaper, several times.
For any product, the first step is R&D, or the technical implementation of your idea. These
are the activities and processes that you do, to develop the innovative areas of your product. In
the case of my mosquito trap, I developed a system that could be monitored remotely by
computer, using Internet-of-Things (IoT) technology.
Next is Freedom-to-Operate (FTO), which determines if you can do what you want to do.
There are many potential obstacles to your freedom-to-operate. One example is regulatory
requirements. For the mosquito trap, requirements by Singapore’s National Environment
13

Agency (NEA) would add significant costs to the product, affecting its profitability. Another
could be IP infringement, where you run into somebody else’s patents or trademarks, or you
have licensing issues. Another important FTO aspect is product safety, where consumers risk
suffering damages from using a dangerous product.
The third step is to protect your IP, or to defend what makes your invention innovative, for
example the innovative concepts mentioned earlier. You do this because you want to get
response from potential customers before your product goes on the market. Once you start
disclosing confidential information, there is a chance that others might file a patent
application for your invention for themselves, or even build it and become your competitor.
In my case, I filed a patent application for using a specific computer-aided remote monitoring
system for my mosquito traps.
And then you do market validation, to find out if the product is something the market wants, and if
there are potential paying customers. This involves getting tangible customer feedback. I tested a
prototype trap around my house, and interviewed my neighbors as potential customers. I even
became a neighborhood grassroots leader, with the ulterior motive of getting market feedback for my
invention. As a result, I got interested customers who were willing to buy the finished product.
When these phases and tactical steps are combined together in a 4x4 matrix, what you get is
an elegant model for planning and executing your Innovation Strategy.
While this model is a powerful tool that helps you make decisions at various stages of product
development, it is only as effective as you make it.
Let’s see how this functions in conventional product development.
3. A Conventional Product Innovation Cycle
How would a typical inventor like Jason execute his product innovation? Let’s put in some
realistic numbers, so that this is not just a theoretical situation.
Someone like Jason will start with doing R&D on the idea, and spend about $5,000. Very
often this is only a simulation, like a screencast of something that Jason has in mind. Next, he
does R&D on the conceptual model, to show how it works, and invests another $25,000.
Next, he develops a prototype for about $125,000, and then puts in another $1.25 million to
get to the market-ready and flawless product v1.0 that can be sold. This is a total of $1.45
million purely for R&D. In my experience, these are pretty realistic numbers for a device.
It is usually only after product v1.0 that Jason pays attention to FTO, putting in about $15,000
for FTO analysis. After which, he realises the need to protect the IP of the invention, and spends
another $15,000. Subsequently, he starts market validation to test the response to the new
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product, which costs perhaps $100,000. This brings his total investment to $1.605 million.
But at this point, has Jason made any sales? No! He has zero orders because nobody wants to
buy his product v1.0.
If you look at the 4x4 matrix, Jason’s innovation strategy has been to focus on R&D
through all the product phases, and ignore the other tactics until reaching product v.10.
Warning: It Could Happen to You
From idea to product v1.0, a typical inventor will have spent a total of $1.605 million, only to
find out that there are zero orders, and no early IP. In light of our definitions of success and
failure, this is a true failure because there was no controlled cutting of losses, and chances of
bankruptcy are very high.
Some words of advice:
Å Do not skip the formal steps of doing FTO analysis, getting IP protection, and carrying out market
validation in the early phases of your product, even if you believe that you do not need them.
Å Do stop product development at an early stage if the market validation of the product
is not successful.
4. The Recommended Product Innovation Cycle
What you should do instead is minimize your risks through a controlled cutting of losses. You
give up on ideas that do not work out, and focus resources on developing better inventions.
Let’s look at an informed inventor. Again, I will use realistic numbers, and put them into our 4x4 matrix.
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Like Jason, you start by investing $5,000 into R&D at the idea phase. But next, instead of
moving horizontally along the X-axis to develop a conceptual model, you stick with your idea,
and invest in a $5,000 FTO study. Why do this now? Because it helps you find out, very early
on, if you are allowed to do what you want. Next, you protect your IP with a simple
provisional patent application at $5,000. Then comes your market validation, rather cheaply
at $5,000.
At this point, you might be asking, how can you do this without an actual product? Well, you
examine your value chain and figure out where your product sits in it. Then, you ask potential
customers to give you a Letter of Intent. This is a simple letter that basically says, “Dear
inventor, I like your idea very much. If you will provide a product with this feature, I’m
willing to do a prepaid purchase for 100 products.”
You should be able to get three Letters of Intent. Show them to potential investors. They will
generally say, “Okay, I trust you. You have three Letters of Intent, so this idea is validated. I
will give you some money, let’s build a conceptual model to see if this idea works.”
Next, you will go through the cycle again for the conceptual model phase. R&D at $25,000,
FTO study at $5,000, protecting your new IP (the additional inventive concepts from the
conceptual model) at $5,000, and again, market validation. You will spend about $15,000 to
knock on doors. You will send LinkedIn messages, call people, go to trade fairs, and talk with
potential buyers. If you talk to the right ones, you can get three paid reservations for your as
yet unfinished product. This is actual money on the table!
Now, let’s assume you take a loan from the bank, or from your grandmother, or you get an
investor who believes in your idea. With these resources, you can start the cycle for the
prototype phase. R&D will be more expensive at $125,000, followed by FTO at $10,000
(now you are covering more countries, so it will cost more), followed by IP protection for
additional features at $5,000, and again, market validation. This time you spend $45,000 to
hire a professional to knock on the doors. This is usually somebody who has both market
knowledge and a great network in the target market. Your goal? Three paid pre-orders. Again,
this is real money on the table.
So far things have been going well: you have three paid pre-orders and perhaps $200,000 sitting
in the bank. Now it’s time to be bold again. You take out a loan for $800,000, so that you have
$1 million with which to enter the product v1.0 stage. The R&D will cost about $1.25 million,
but you feel pretty secure about spending this amount, because you know that there are
customers out there willing to buy it. Similarly, the FTO is only another $15,000, because by
now after sufficient market validation at the previous stages, you know who is interested in your
product. Your IP will cost about $15,000 to update it to a PCT application. And finally,
marketing the product to your identified targeted customers will cost about $170,000. The
result? Three paid orders, on top of the three pre-paid orders achieved at the prototype stage.
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You are in business! You have successfully sold your product to six different people, and you
have a steady stream of revenue. Your positive cashflow means that you can go straight into
production without worrying about your finances.
If you look at the 4x4 matrix, your innovation strategy has been to go through all 4
innovation tactics in order, for each and every product development phase.
5. Two Different Innovation Strategies
Comparing the two, the Conventional cycle sets you back $1.605 million, while the
Recommended cycle comes out to $1.715 million. But costs aside, there are huge benefits:
Å Intermediate market validation lowers your risk, by making it easy to stop and cut
your losses without suffering a big failure. The recommended cycle is based on a series
of successful intermediate results (Letters of Intent, paid reservations, and pre-paid
orders). These milestones can be considered “go/no-go” points where you can proceed or stop.
Maybe you have spent $80,000 at the conceptual phase, but have only secured one paid
reservation. You can take a step back and decide that, Hey, this product is going nowhere,
let’s stop now. It is better to lose $80,000 now, than $1.605 million in a few years. That
is what it means to cut your losses.
Å It also gives you new information about market demand. Perhaps a customer puts in a
paid pre-order and qualifies it with, “I will only buy this product if it has feature X and
feature Y.” You might have never imagined these features before, but only became
aware that there is demand because you were going around to find out what the market
wants. Then you can make an informed decision, on whether to include those features or
not. With the conventional cycle, you might find out only after the product is ready.
This is already too late.
Å You get a very thorough FTO. With the conventional cycle, your freedom-to-operate
(FTO) is likely weak, because FTO analysis will take place over only a few weeks.
There are likely many doubtful areas that you have not considered. If you consistently
do FTO over many phases, ongoing for a year to one and a half years, you would
probably have checked your product from all possible angles.
Å You take less time to market. I cannot always guarantee this, but if you are following
the recommended cycle, chances are that you do not have a perfectionist “Technician
mindset”. Technicians naturally gravitate towards perfection, and always see flaws that
need improving. They can drag out the product development phases to over three
years. From a patent attorney’s point of view, efficient product development should take
no more than one and a half years.
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Å You get patents that have an earlier priority date than those of your competitors. In
the best case scenario, your whole product development process is only one year, or 12
months, which coincides with the priority deadline for filing patents abroad. This
means that your first patent, filed inexpensively, can be claimed as a priority for later
filings, if the time duration from idea to product is within the 12 months. With a short
timeframe, not only do you have a lot of momentum, but you also have very early IP.
This means that your patents are strong, because you have filed them before your
competitors, and there is lesser prior art relevant against your patents. This is important
in technologies with fast development cycles.
Å You have a better chance of success. Each of the above factors is a tangible benefit that
helps you minimize risks, strengthen assets, get more information, or reduce time to
market. When you put them all together, you get real leverage.
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PART C: THE RULES

THE FOUR INNOVATION TACTICS
If strategy is the big picture goals and the overall plan for how to get there, then tactics are the
specific actions you will take along the way.
Our innovation tactics cover four areas:
Å R&D, or how to develop your product
Å FTO, or how to identify potential obstacles when you bring your product to market
Å IP Protection, or how to defend what makes your product unique
Å Market Validation, or how to determine if the product is something the market will pay for
For each of these areas, there are clear rules to follow. And they all come with a time element,
as speed is important for their proper application.
Visit https://bit.ly/4x4-rules for Part C updates and discussion forums.
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R&D

SUSTAINING THE TECHNICAL
IMPLEMENTATION OF YOUR IDEA
1. The Curse of Perfectionism
In many start-ups, the R&D part of product development takes up too much time, because of
a strong tendency to perfectionism.
It is a generalization, but many inventors naturally have a Technician mindset: they prioritize
high product quality, and like to be hands-on. They are often experts in their fields, think that
only they can do it right, and dislike delegating to others. There is always something left to
improve before the new product can be presented to the customer. As a result, they spend too
much time on product development.
In this book, I will not get into detail about the various mindsets (Technicians, Managers, and
Entrepreneurs) and their underlying psychology. Look out for my future book where I will
talk more about these.
For now, just believe me when I say that perfectionism in R&D is a big red flag. It leads to the
tunnel vision of a product-only focus. What happens then?
2. Typical R&D Focuses Only on Product Development
In our product perfection curve, a product evolves in phases through the addition of
innovative ideas, or inventive concepts. The question is, how do we know if our inventive
concepts A, B, C and D are intrinsically valuable to the product and in demand by the
market? So that when we develop a finished product, there will be paying customers for it?
Market Validation
The answer is: we need market validation.
Market validation is an evaluative process of talking to people in your target market, to test your
product concept against a potential target market. It may include marketing activities like
customer outreach, forming strategic partnerships, and raising awareness of your product. To
do these, you may use marketing techniques and tools to elicit market response from your
potential customers.
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Some early investors do not like using the word “marketing”, as they believe that marketing is
only about advertising and sales. However in this book, we may sometimes use the terms
“market validation” and “marketing” interchangeably, but with the same goal of eliciting
useful responses from potential customers.
So when and how do we go about performing market validation? I find that market validation
is almost never considered by start-ups and inventors. And even mature industries seldom
make a connection between marketing and their R&D. Yes they may spend part of their
budget on marketing activities, but these are often erratic, inefficient or useless, because they
have no strategic market validation plan.
I will go as far as saying that the marketing department should sit next to the R&D
department of a company, together with the IP department. Generally, and I cannot repeat
this enough, many inventors stubbornly do not want that. These seemingly unrelated choices
will affect their R&D process.
Typical Market Validation During Product Development
Recall how Jason did his R&D. The typical R&D process focuses exclusively on product
development and only does market validation after product v1.0 is completed. Such an approach
usually ends in market failure.
However, this process is actually a simplification. In the real world, product development often
does not stop after the first failure in the market. Large companies can have sufficient corporate
fat, cash reserves, or other business lines that can support their R&D for virtually forever.
But for start-ups, R&D is often funded by the inventor’s savings, after which he taps on
family and friends, and finally other investors. Usually, failure is not well-received by
inventors, who can keep pouring their money down a rat hole in a desperate attempt to find
buyers.
So what happens after the first market failure of product v1.0? Typically, someone with a
technician mindset in the R&D team will say: “I told you this product is crappy with all the
bugs. We need to make a better product v2.0 without bugs and then we will have success.”
The company then puts in more money, perhaps a million dollars, to develop product v2.0,
and then executes marketing activities to promote the product. Is there success? No.
At this stage, if the company is a startup, it is running out of money. This is when inventors
start looking for people like me, because they need a patent application. Why do they need a
patent? Because they have no saleable assets, and a patent at least can help them attract an
investor because it produces an illusion of a new deal.
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So the inventor comes up with some new ideas that we can file a patent for. If he is lucky, an
investor comes in. This is often a retired engineer who is looking for a retirement age project.
The investor puts in another million or so to develop a beautiful, comprehensive, innovative
product v3.0. And then they do the marketing.
Do you think there will be market success? My answer is a firm “no”.
At this point, the inventor has no more personal resources, the investor has his fingers burnt,
the product dies, and maybe the start-up goes bankrupt. Another market failure, for product
v3.0.
The scary thing is, some companies can repeat this cycle of “cash infusion → new product
development → market failure” over and over, creating a zombie that refuses to die a natural
death.
Failure Analysis
So what was really going on here?
The first problem is obvious: it is a mistake not to integrate market validation with the early
stages of R&D.
A lack of knowledge of this fundamental concept affects everyone in the innovation
environment. This is not limited to fanatic inventors whose technician mindsets prevent them
from thinking beyond the tip of their noses. I have also seen investors who refuse to invest in
activities they perceive as useless, such as innovation marketing. In addition, public officers
who distribute grants for innovative technologies can often be prevented by their regulations
from spending these monies on marketing activities.
The second problem, less obvious, actually compounds the effect of the first: repeating this
mistake over and over again, and not wanting to stop.
This happens when innovators do not invent products to meet a need or desire in the market.
They probably came up with their product idea as a hobby. And because they are proud of
their idea, they are convinced that they can find customers. But because there is no real
demand, potential customers need to be educated to use the product. However, it is difficult
to change customers’ spending and work habits without compelling reasons. Inventors will
need to spend a lot of money that they do not have, to attempt to persuade customers to use
the product. Ultimately, it is far better to develop and sell a product that the market actually
wants.
These are the two most important reasons behind the death spiral of failed innovative
products. First, a lack of knowledge. Second, but also more often, an arrogant hidden
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rebellion, by both inventors and others who invest in their products, against the laws of nature
that underlie innovation. Together, this is what makes innovation fail.
3. Rigorous R&D Includes Market Validation
General Principles to Follow
Å Never build what you think that the market needs.
Instead, always build what people want and what they are willing to pay for.
Å Start with market validation at a very early stage of product development.
If you can, start doing your market validation immediately after you have an idea, and way
before developing a finished product.
Ideal Market Validation During Product Development
The Idea Phase
We pause immediately after R&D for the idea is completed. Then we do a FTO analysis and
secure the IP for the Inventive Concept A.
Next, we start market validation early in the game. We do not just talk to everyone. Our
marketing activities are strategic, and protected by non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) and
common sense. Why do this? Because we have to share information, but cannot file IPs for
everything.
At this point, we pause again to check: have we managed to receive at least three written
letters of intent from serious, targeted potential customers? This is the test of our product’s
market success, even at the idea phase. If there is no market response, we stop everything and go
back to the drawing board.
You might be surprised how difficult this can be for some inventors. Common mis-steps:
Å Before they can talk to a potential customer, they feel that they need complex market
research studies, long surveys, or detailed reports about expected success to boost their
confidence. No, all you need is a simulation of your idea, and it can be as simple as a
brochure or image.
Å They over-protect or under-protect their idea. Either they are over-worried and need to
formally IP protect everything (which takes money and time), or they are careless and
share confidential information without NDAs or common sense.
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Å They only manage to get one or two letters of intent, after talking to hundreds of people.
This is not actually a mistake, but how do they deal with the rejection? Do they get
feedback from the customers who declined, about what needs to change? Do they see this
as an opportunity for testing and tweaking their idea, or proof that their idea is worthless?
The Conceptual Model Phase
Say the idea phase has been proven successful with the three letters of intent. We then develop
a conceptual model, by fleshing out the idea and adding Inventive Concept B. Again we run
the FTO, IP protection, and market validation. At this stage, a good indicator of success is
three paid reservations obtained from serious targeted customers.
A paid reservation is when a customer pays some money in advance, in order to be first in line
when the finished product hits the market. This is risky for the customer.
How do you convince them to put money on the table, for a product that does not yet exist? You
will likely need:
Å A requirement list, that clearly explains what the product must be able to do
Å A deadline, by which you promise to deliver the finished product
Å A 100% money back guarantee, for if you do not meet the requirements or deadlines.
Let’s say you convince enough interested customers of your sincerity and competency, and
you get three paid product reservations. Proceed to the next phase.
The Prototype Phase
Now we build a prototype, and flesh it out with the additional Inventive Concept C. Again
we run the FTO, IP protection, and market validation. At this stage, a good indicator of
success is three paid pre-orders obtained from serious targeted customers.
A paid pre-order is when a customer pays money in advance, to get the finished product when
it becomes available. This is more money than in the previous phase, so how do you convince
customers to part with their cash?
At this point, a useful way of thinking is to change your focus from product to sales, and start
focusing on sales strategy. So far we have been talking about “the customer” as a broad category.
But there are many different types of customers, and it is essential to understand their needs
in the context of the market.
Consider: whom should you sell your product to? The end user, the customer, the retailer, the
wholesaler? Or, perhaps license the product to a manufacturer? Or even become a supplier
and consultant, to someone who manufactures?
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I had a client who invented a very smart USB charging cable for phones. He did market
validation of his working prototype at a trade fair in the US, where he talked to many
interested consumers. Because the trade fair attendees were mostly end-users, he had a
sampling bias problem, and assumed that his ideal customers were end-users. This made him
choose a retailing market entry strategy, where he would build the product himself and sell
directly to the consumer.
He then spent a lot of money in production, distribution and marketing, only to realize that
he did not have the industry relationships, sales channels and retailing expertise to make it
work. He then knocked on the doors of many wholesalers and manufacturers, trying to sell his
stock, but at that point in the supply chain, these partners would not turn a profit. So they
declined, and this product never made it to market. Perhaps if he had chosen a licensing
strategy instead of a retailing strategy, it would have worked.
Moral of the story: at the prototype phase, you have to be more rigorous in your market validation
because it affects your sales. Hire a professional.
The Product V1.0 Phase
Now we are nearing the finishing line. Again, we do the same things as before, which is to develop
the additional Inventive Concept D, and execute the FTO, IP protection, and market validation.
The difference now is that we can use our existing paid reservations and paid pre-orders to
fund these intermediate steps. Which is a good thing, because a finished product is more
expensive than a prototype.
So what is our measure of success this time? Success is three paid sales, AND within one year
of filing the first IP application for Inventive Concept A. Yes, you read that right. Within one
year of the filing date for Inventive Concept A, not Inventive Concept D. This is to take
advantage of patent priority rights, because early IP means that your patents are strong.
Actually, this is an ideal scenario. I have only met a few start-up companies that have met this
deadline, but all of them have gone on to do very well.
4. R&D for Inventors, Patent Attorneys and Marketers
In a typical start-up, how do these three groups of people think? And how does their thinking
affect the process of R&D? Here are their common wrong assumptions:
Inventors: “My job is R&D. Why should I care about legal and marketing functions,
especially early in product development?”
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Inventors usually have a “build it and they will come” mindset. This leads them to focus on the
technical aspects of product development and nothing else. Also, they may think that lawyers and
marketers are expensive, and they do not want to pay for them until absolutely necessary.
Wrong! Our entire innovation strategy requires the inventor to consider and include both
these functions as soon as they can.
Marketers: “I can come in when the product is ready. No marketing is needed until then.”
The average marketer thinks that their job is to raise awareness of the finished product
through standard marketing and advertising activities. They think they are there to support
only, with no real need to understand the product.
In an ideal situation, marketers should be sitting next to the R&D people from the beginning,
performing market validation activities and contributing their insight to subsequent phases of
product development.
Patent Attorneys: “The inventor only needs to come to me when there is something to
patent. I’m a legal specialist, and understanding the business is not my job.”
Mediocre patent attorneys focus only on their specialty, and bad patent attorneys care only
about billable hours. This is how some start-ups can spend lots of money on useless patents
and trademarks that do not further business goals.
Good patent attorneys should enter the picture for freedom-to-operate (FTO) studies. They
are naturally talented in raising concerns, and should keep the inventor aware of potential
issues. Inventors sometimes avoid patent attorneys because they do not like to think about
these issues when focusing on product development. However, an FTO study becomes a
formal channel for all parties to articulate and understand concerns specific to the product’s
inventive concepts.
Please note: you are reading the Shotgun Edition, which is an abridged version of my 4x4
Innovation Strategy book. In the full-length Rifle Edition, this chapter will also include:
Å images and flowcharts that illustrate the R&D process
Å how product development is related to common causes of start-up failure
Å frequently asked questions by real inventors, covering patent strategy, investor funding,
customer feedback and so on
Å R&D methodologies that lead to better innovation
For more information, check out our community forums at www.ip-lawyer-tools.com
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FTO

FIGURING OUT WHAT
YOU CAN AND CANNOT DO
1. IP Versus FTO
For inventors, Freedom-to-Operate (FTO) can be a difficult concept to grasp.
Simply put, FTO is due diligence for intellectual property (IP) and other legal and business concerns.
In plain English, due diligence means doing your homework. The development and launch of any
product comes with many risks; doing your homework means identifying and minimizing those risks.
While IP is about protecting assets, FTO is about identifying and resolving liabilities.
The problem with FTO is that it does not actually seem necessary when you are developing a
new product. Many inventors ignore it, wrongly thinking that IP is powerful enough to safely
bring their innovation to market.
Intellectual Property
To start, we will define the term “Intellectual Property”, or IP. In practice, there are many
possible definitions, and some are narrow and some are very broad.
As a broad general definition, IP is a term for intangible assets like ideas. IP is something
proprietary, that does not exist as a physical object but has value. These assets can include
copyrights, trademarks, and of course, patents. We patent attorneys have about 25 such tools
in our toolbox, depending on the specific country.
Pay attention! Owning an IP asset does NOT give you a right to use these IP assets. It only allows you to
forbid others to use the same IP assets, at least for a specific period of time. It is like a “no trespassing” sign.
This makes the average person think of IP as a “sword”—a weapon you wield to defend
yourself by attacking others. Start-ups usually find IP very attractive, because exclusive rights
give them a strategic advantage over their competition.
In truth, IP can be a very effective sword. But it is also a double-edged weapon: just like you
have exclusive rights to an Idea A in your new product, a competitor might have exclusive
rights to an Idea B that is also used in your new product.
IP Alone is Not Enough
Here are the three main issues that start-ups face when they only consider IP:
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Å Infringement. They stumble over the IP of their competitors. They trespass. They breach
their competitors’ exclusive IP rights. They may not have done so knowingly, but their
competitors may not care. It is within the competitor’s rights to sue the start-up for IP
infringement, and to demand that the start-up stops using the ideas protected by their IP. And
when this happens, this usually ends the start-up. That situation is, however, less common.
Å Investor expectations. It happens more often that potential investors come in with
expectations. They or their consultants shoot down an innovative product idea because
the start-up founder has not done sufficient due diligence as part of his homework. The
investor does not feel safe to invest. So the founder loses his investment opportunity.
Or the investor offers a much lower price than what the start-up founder expected.
Å Unexpected obstacles. It also happens quite often that unexpected costs or hurdles
occur only when the new innovation is brought to the market. At this point, a lot of
money has already been invested in the product. This late failure often kills the
product, and perhaps even the company.
So IP alone is not a magic cure. My personal opinion as a patent attorney is that nothing beats
“Freedom-to-Operate”.
Freedom-to-Operate
You probably know the famous team building game called Minefield. Two teams compete by
sending a representative to walk through a simulation of a minefield, and the first one to reach the
other side wins. The catch is that the representative is blindfolded. He cannot see where he steps. He
can only move under spoken commands by his team. And there are explosive mines everywhere
(usually simulated by little balls attached to the floor). If he steps on a ball, it is game over.
In this analogy, each ball is an IP right owned by a competitor, or a hairy monster in the form
of an unexpected requirement for putting your innovation to practice. Some are very
dangerous. Some are less so. Unlike in the actual Minefield game, stepping on some balls may
not ‘kill’ you. There can be varying degrees of damage, ranging from litigation resulting in
bankruptcy and total business failure, to minor tweaks in your product development.
The thing is, you need an expert to discern which IP is dangerous and which is not. The same
applies to the hairy monsters, or other legal and business matters that may affect your product.
FTO Clears a Safe Path
For the IP part of it, this is where a formal FTO study comes in. Basically, patent attorneys
will identify potential obstacles to bringing your ideas to market. They do this by searching
through the existing patent literature, identifying relevant third party (competitor) IP rights
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and assessing the possibility that your product may infringe on these IP rights.
For the business and regulation part of it, you will have to develop your own expertise, or rely
on experts in these fields to identify the obstacles. That is what makes it difficult.
To summarize, an FTO study clarifies what you can do and what you cannot do, in order to clear
a safe path through potential obstacles.
While FTO is just one out of the four innovation tactics in our 4x4 Innovation Strategy Matrix,
all your efforts in R&D, IP protection, and market validation will fail if your FTO does not work out.
2. Other Key Legal and Business Matters
In an even broader sense, FTO should also consider other key legal and business matters. These
can show up in the form of unexpected requirements for bringing your product to market.
FTO and the Mosquito Trap
Do you remember the computer-controlled mosquito trap I invented? At the idea and
conceptual model phases, I did quick FTO studies to look for existing patents protecting the
inventive concepts. I did not find any. So no issues of IP infringement. I was very pleased and
eagerly went on to develop a simple prototype, which I tested around my house. The
prototype was so good that while a school only 100m down the road had 300 dengue cases,
my house and my immediate neighbours’ houses were mosquito-free. As an inventor, I got
really excited. But as a patent attorney, I was still cautious. I knew I must do a broader, more
comprehensive FTO before putting in more money to develop an actual product v1.0.
And what did I find out? Singapore has a Vector Control Act that forbids the operation of my
type of mosquito trap without a special safety license. Keeping this license up would increase
the cost to $600 per trap per month, and there was just no business case for it. I brought my
prototype data to the National Environment Agency (NEA), and while the results were good,
my trap design was not considered safe to operate without the license. A good product was
only part of it; I had to guarantee regulatory compliance.
Also, there were other concerns from a public health standpoint. It was not right to allow my
mosquito trap because selective adoption has potential negative consequences. Imagine that a
customer is willing to buy the trap, but they later terminate their maintenance contract that services
the trap. The mosquito trap would stop working well and probably even promote breeding of new
mosquitoes. Suddenly there would be more mosquitoes than before, creating a breeding hotspot and
increasing the neighbourhood’s chances of dengue. As an engineer, I could develop the product. But
would I be able to ensure the availability of maintenance services, or enforce ideal customer
behavior? Would I be able to ensure widespread and systematic adoption to mitigate the risks? It
took me some time to understand that successful market entry was not about product and IP alone,
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but includes issues of cost, regulations, and in this case, public health considerations.
IP is not enough. FTO studies can discover obstacles that are blind spots. And because these
obstacles can change with the business environment, FTO should be done at all phases of product
development. Never assume that you know everything; it is better to engage experts to conduct
due diligence to identify these obstacles.
3. The Importance of FTO
Personally, I think that FTO is one of the most complex topics in innovation, because it can be so
broad and vague and still have a crucial impact on the success or failure of your innovation.
A thorough FTO analysis is not easy because there is so much material to cover. Even if we
only consider patents, there are more than 100 million potentially relevant patent applications
in the world; on average at least a few thousand will apply to any area of technology. The
difficulty lies in identifying which of those thousands of patent publications are relevant to the
specific technology underlying your product. A further difficulty lies in identifying which of these are
potentially dangerous, and to what degree.
To me, FTO is an unending groping in the dark. Practically speaking, it boils down to reducing
the business risk to tolerable levels, depending on the available budget.
Some principles to make your FTO analysis easier:
Å How does one eat an elephant? In small chunks.
Å The earlier you start, the better it is. Early FTO gives you a more mature
understanding of obstacles over the long term.
Å Do FTO many times, at different points across all product phases. Instead of
condensing all your efforts into the short period just before market entry, spreading out
your efforts will get you better returns.
In a way, FTO can be considered the most important of the four innovation tactics. If you step on
an unforeseen obstacle, it has the power to kill your product or company. Do not ignore FTO!
Please note: you are reading the Shotgun Edition, which is an abridged version of my 4x4
Innovation Strategy book. In the full-length Rifle Edition, this chapter will also include:
Å the different types of IP rights, and
Å whether they are searchable for FTO studies
Å other key matters to consider for FTO studies
For more information, check out our community forums at www.ip-lawyer-tools.com
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IP PROTECTION

PROTECTING YOUR UNDERLYING
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1. What are Patents?
When most inventors talk about IP, they usually mean patents. Patents protect ideas that are
novel, inventive and have an industrial application.
Sword, Bug Repellent, Magic Object?
Patents are powerful, because they are like a sword, bug repellant and a magic object, all in
one single tool.
Å Patents are like a sword, a weapon to sue your competitors for infringement. If found
guilty of infringing your patent, your competitors may face injunctions (a court order
to stop work), damages (monetary compensation) and even destruction (they need to
destroy their products that use your protected ideas). Also, there is money and time
spent in litigation. Lawsuits generally waste your competitors’ resources, and tend to be
a big business setback.
Å Patents are like bug repellant, a deterrent to your competition and third parties. A
patent is also a prior art document, which shows what you have done at a certain point
in time. It is evidence that your idea was already known at a certain date, and therefore
your competitors cannot claim that idea in their own patents. Some third parties like
bureaucrats are especially averse to infringing patents, and respect their very existence.
This gives you an advantage when talking with governments about your plans,
especially if the ideas involved are well supported by patents.
Å Patents are like magic objects, because very few people fully understand how they
work. They have a supernatural aura, and they give you a supernatural appearance with
extra powers. At least, most people think so. And we can use this because sometimes in
business, perception is everything. Patents are intangible assets with both real and
perceived value. The presence of patents may help you find investors, make competitors
change their business strategy, or give others confidence in your product and company.
Patents are Multi-Dimensional
A patent gives you the right to exclude others from making, using, selling, offering to sell, or
importing your patented invention for a limited period of time. In exchange for the right to
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exclude others, your patent must disclose your invention in detail to the public. This is the
deal with the government that grants the patent.
You get a patent either by filing a patent application with a patent office yourself (if you know
how to do it), or by engaging a patent attorney who will draft and file the patent application
for you. As always, it depends on whether you want to spend money for someone to do the
work, and whether you will be happy with what the patent office gives you. Please note that
the purpose of a patent office is not to help you, but only to grant patents and nothing else.
Patents are defined by some important constraints:
Å Scope of protection. This is mainly, but not entirely, defined in your patent claims. It
means the boundary of your right to forbid many things that fall within the scope of
the claims.
Å Territorial area. Patents are territorial rights. They are only applicable in that country
where they have been filed and granted.
Å Patentability. Not everything can be patented. Your invention must be:
o Novel. It does not belong to the prior art, i.e. it is not previously known to the
public, although there are some exceptions.
o Non-obvious. Sometimes this requirement means that it must also be inventive,
whatever that may be defined as in the specific country that you are looking to
file the patent in.
o Some countries require that a patented invention must be useful or applicable in
an industrial area.
Å Time. Exclusive rights are limited by time. This is often, but not always, 20 years from
the day you file your patent application.
The above definitions can be confusing. In general, you should not spend too much effort
trying to understand them. Many people do not, which is why we have patent attorneys.
As an engineer, I would say that patents are multi-dimensional problems because of these
many constraints. Patent protection cannot be easily extrapolated. The type of language used
in a patent application can also be problematic for many people. This is another reason why
patents are not ideal DIY projects.
It happens often in practice that the scope of protection and patentability is influenced by the
surprising discovery of a new piece of prior art, or potential evidence that your invention was
already known when you filed your patent application. Most people— everybody except
patent attorneys—think they can solve this as a standard legal problem with a linear approach,
but it is not so simple.
Let me give you an example. Assume that a competitor has infringed one of your patents. To
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assert your patent against the infringer, very likely some explanation is needed to match your
patent claims with the allegedly infringing product. By explaining the meaning of your patent
claims you open the same patent claims to new invalidity attacks, as new prior art may be read
onto your patent claims because of your earlier explanation.
Does that sound complex? That was only one of maybe a hundred or more standard situations
for patent infringement. Patents are difficult. They are a big topic and you will not be able to
learn everything overnight, nor even in several years.
For my inventor readers, my hope is that you become sufficiently informed. I want you to at
least know where you are ignorant, so that you do not fall into the dangers of half knowledge
and end up making stupid mistakes.
For my lawyer readers, I repeat that patents are multi-dimensional, not linear, legal problems.
I believe you will need to practice as a patent attorney full time for at least five years to even
scratch the surface of this area of law. Not to mention actually reaching a full understanding
of what you are doing.
2. Common Patent Myths
Patents are not all-powerful.
Myth: If I have a patent, I have permission to do what is patented.
Reality: This is totally wrong, and often overlooked.
Myth: A patent is carved in stone.
Reality: Wrong! For a variety of reasons.
Å Patents may be incorrectly granted.
Å Patents are territorial. This is why we have different patents for the same applicant and
inventor in different countries.
Å Patents can be revoked. Patents can always be challenged with a revocation request.
Myth: There is a thing called a “poor man’s patent”, where you mail a description of your
invention to yourself.
Reality: This is nonsense. There is no such thing as “first to invent”; the “first to file” is he
who owns the right.
Myth: Keeping a laboratory notebook or documenting the conception date of your
invention will beat out someone who files the patent first.
Reality. No. See the previous point.
Myth: A prototype must be made before filing a patent.
Reality: You can get a patent if somebody, probably an engineer, can describe your idea so
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that someone else can make it. Drawings can help. Even without developing the idea into a
prototype.
Myth: Software cannot be patented.
Reality: Wrong. You can get patents for software. I have been doing software patents for over
25 years.
Myth: NDAs are an alternative to filing a patent, and will prevent others from copying your
idea.
Reality: NDAs, or non-disclosure agreements, are not powerful enough. They are good for
generating confidence between two parties, but they seldom stand up in a court. Always
protect your important ideas with other underlying IP rights like patents, trademarks, designs,
etc.
Myth: I have the right to continue what I already do. There is a law in my country that
states that I can continue any use that began before the priority date of someone else’s
patent.
Reality: While it is true that there is such a basis in law in many countries, this is an extremely
limited right.
Moral of the story:
Patents provide very good protection, but do not cover every business possibility. They should be
considered holistically, as part of your entire innovation strategy.
3. IP Filing Strategies
Commonly known strategies for filing patent applications include:
Å
Å
Å
Å

Cost-driven filing strategies: let the costs determine what you file where
Market-driven filing strategies: file where your customers are
Competition-driven filing strategies: file where your competitors are
Enforcement-driven strategies: file where there are developed legal systems so that you
can easily assert your granted patents against others

The problem of developing a strategy for filing patent applications with a limited budget is
comparable to the problem of a dog marking his territory: you cannot pee at every tree.
There are many books out there that explain how certain goals can be achieved when a
specific filing strategy is used. I do not intend to add more to this well-grazed area of patent
law, because you can usually find a filing strategy that works within any given budget.
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But I want to highlight two often forgotten alternatives to filing patent applications:
Alternative Strategy 1: Not filing a patent at all. If you can keep your invention secret, it can be
better to not file a patent application for it at all. You remember the deal you make with the
government? In exchange for the right to exclude others, your patent will disclose your
invention in detail to the public. After your patent expires, anyone can use your invention
without any restriction. This makes it extremely unpopular to file patent applications for
processes that involve heat treatments or other manipulations that do not result in features
that cannot easily be found in the final product.
Alternative Strategy 2: Do a defensive publication if you decide to not file a patent
application for your invention. The basic idea of a defensive publication is to create a “state of
the art” or “prior art”, which can be cited against your competitors’ patent applications that are
subsequently filed. That prevents your competitors from obtaining patents for those inventions
that you decide to use without having them protected by your own patents.
4. IP Strategy Mistakes
Here are some common IP strategy mistakes that start-ups make.
Å Getting invented around: making too narrow a patent claim
Å Getting invented on top of: not protecting additional uses of your invention
Å Getting blocked for the future: waiting until you develop a new product before filing a
patent
Å Filing too late: allowing your competitors to claim an earlier priority date for your
foundational inventive concepts

Please note: you are reading the Shotgun Edition, which is an abridged version of my 4x4
Innovation Strategy book. In the full-length Rifle Edition, this chapter will also include:
Å More detail and in-depth explanations for common patent myths, IP filing strategies,
and IP strategy mistakes
Å The long and short answer of “Do start-ups actually need IP?”, including good and bad
reasons for IP protection
Å A spotlight on IP in the construction industry, including the prosecution process for
infringements and injunctions; and the linked concepts of industry standards,
competition law and patent pools
Å The evaluation of NDAs for IP protection, and other practical solutions for
maintaining confidentiality.
For more information, check out our community forums at www.ip-lawyer-tools.com
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MARKET VALIDATION

GETTING CUSTOMER RESPONSE
AND MONEY ON THE TABLE
1. Inventors Are Terrible Marketers
One of the great curses of life is to be an inventor. Inventors can spend their life being
frustrated and disappointed.
"But I work so hard!"
Warning: It does not matter how much work you put into a product. What matters is how
much money buyers are willing to pay for it. You only can make money by selling products
that a customer wants to buy. And selling only works when you are in front of them, at
exactly the time that they are ready to buy. Marketing is all about finding out what people want,
and selling exactly this to them, when they want it.
Many inventors ignore this principle. They ignore what the market needs. They start out
convinced that there is a market. But they did not test the market response before coming up with
their product idea. Instead, they are determined to create a market for their product, even if it
means throwing away their money on the high costs of educating customers. However, it is
quite impossible to change customer behavior.
Most inventors do not want to hear this truth. That is why they are frustrated. They are
terrible marketers who know nothing about marketing.
What is the likely outcome? Well, at some point the inventor runs out of money, and maybe
someone might pay him some small change for his technology and know-how. Or a
competitor could just sell the same product without paying him a licence fee. At this point,
the inventor will not have enough money to assert his patents against anyone copying his
ideas.
So inventors cannot afford to ignore marketing. They must prioritize getting sufficient market
response, in order to understand their actual market and customers.
2. Getting Market Response
At every phase of product development from idea to finished product, we want to get clear,
quantified information about the market. This means taking action to elicit response from our
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customers, to improve our understanding of what they want, and using that as feedback to improve
the product as it enters the next phase.
How do we get customer response? We perform various market validation tests.
What is Market Validation?
Market validation is an evaluative process of talking to people in your target market, to test
your product concept against a potential target market. It may include marketing activities
like customer outreach, forming strategic partnerships, and raising awareness of your product.
Why Validate Your Market?
Previously, we looked at the recommended Product Innovation Cycle.
If R&D develops the product, freedom-to-operate studies teach you whether the product is
viable, IP protects the product, then market validation will tell you if there is demand for the
product.
Why should you validate your market?
Å It lowers your risk, by making it easy to stop and cut your losses. You focus on getting
early proof of demand, through successful sales at the intermediate phases of product
development.
Å It gives you new information about market demand. By consistently talking to
customers, you will be up to date with their changing needs. With verified customer
input, you can make informed decisions about changes to your product.
Å It teaches you about the mindsets of potential customers. You get a reality check,
because market mindsets might differ from your own. With a realistic understanding,
you can better meet the challenge of educating potential customers about your product.
When to Validate the Market?
In the chapter on R&D, we looked at how companies usually fail to integrate their R&D with
market validation at an early stage.
What occurs is that the product is developed, fails because there is no natural demand, then
goes back to again to be reborn as product v2.0. It starts a vicious cycle of “cash infusion →
new product development → market failure” over and over, creating a zombie product that
refuses to die a natural death.
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When do you validate the market?
Å As early as possible. Start doing market validation immediately after you have an idea.
Do not wait until you have a finished product.
Å At every intermediate phase. Your product adds inventive concepts and changes over
the idea, conceptual model, prototype and product phases. The ideal customer and
market will also similarly evolve. You should iterate the product based on the response
at every phase.
Å Stop product development if market validation is unsuccessful. It is much better to
stop early and cut your losses, than to continue developing a product that nobody
wants.
How to Validate the Market?
We have seen what market validation looks like in successful product development.
This involves getting quantifiable customer interest, proven by actual pre-sales interest and/or
revenue, depending on the product phase. If you cannot get sufficient interest, then it is time
to either adapt or kill the product.
So how do you validate your market?
Å The proof of customer demand is money on the table. We recommend that you focus
on getting letters of intent at the idea phase, paid reservations at the conceptual model
phase, paid pre-orders at the prototype phase, which will likely lead to paid orders
when the finished product is ready. By aiming for these milestones, you have well
considered “go/no-go” points where you can decide to proceed or stop product
development.
Å Do it safely, while under IP protection. To find paying customers before your product
is ready, you need to start marketing activities from the very early stages of your startup. To protect the novelty of your ideas from being copied by competitors, file patents
for each new inventive concept.
Å Plan and prioritize your marketing. Do not prioritize your technical implementation
over marketing. Plan and budget for marketing from the beginning. Try not to
outsource this function—get a marketing professional for your core product team, so
that you get first-hand feedback from your target customers.
Å Be strategic about your marketing activities. Most businesses do marketing
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inefficiently, as a form of customer outreach. As a start-up, you should only do
marketing activities that will generate market response. We will show you how in the next
few sections.
General Principles
To summarize:
Å Never build what you think that the market needs.
o Instead, always build what people want and what they are willing to pay for. Do not
develop your product in a vacuum, always get customer feedback.
Å Start with marketing at a very early stage of product development.
o If you can, start doing market validation immediately after you have an idea, and at
every intermediate phase until the finished product. Iterate the process.
Å Prioritize marketing, and be strategic and aggressive.
o Connect marketing to sales—all marketing activities should be focused on getting
money on the table. And make sure your product has IP protection.

Please note: you are reading the Shotgun Edition, which is an abridged version of the 4x4
Innovation Strategy. In the full-length Rifle Edition, this chapter will also include:
Å Expert views on marketing and product development, such as guidelines for product
teams and marketing costs
Å Basic marketing principles for start-ups
For more information, check out our community forums at www.ip-lawyer-tools.com
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PART D: THE CONSEQUENCES

THE IMPORTANCE OF GETTING IT RIGHT
The transcendent power of innovation naturally leads to the hierarchy of our Innovation
Strategy, the rules of our four innovation tactics, and now, the consequences of your actions.
But consequences do not show up immediately. Success is the result of many good decisions
taken progressively over time. Similarly, failure is the culmination of many bad decisions.
Depending on the decisions you make, the outcome could go either way.
Visit https://bit.ly/4x4-consequences for Part D updates and discussion forums.
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TWO INVENTORS, TWO OUTCOMES

LIVE OR DIE WITH YOUR
INNOVATION STRATEGY
1. Jason’s Failure
Remember Jason? He was a really smart guy who invented a brilliant new product with the
potential to disrupt an entire industry.
But at every step of the 4x4 Innovation Strategy, he made bad decisions:
Å R&D. He focused only on the technical aspects of product development and did not
talk to customers to validate his ideas. Also, he could never finish his R&D and get his
product out to market.
Å FTO. He was not interested if it was commercially safe to sell his product. He did not
pay attention to potential infringement risks, or important legal and business
constraints like country laws and industry regulations.
Å IP. He filed an initial patent but did not protect the improvements of his invention,
ending up with a limited scope of protection. He acquired granted patents in multiple
countries without doing research about market demand, and without having a plan for
sales and market entry. He wasted more money by acquiring trademarks he did not
need.
Å Market Validation. He waited until his product was finished before starting his
marketing. As a result, he did not understand his potential customers, nor if there was
market demand. He had no sales strategy. He also did not plan for investors. So he
ended up with no revenue, no customers, and no investors.
His story is especially painful because his entrepreneurship journey was a train wreck. He
failed not because his invention was bad. He failed because from the beginning, he constantly
made bad decisions in strategy and tactics.
Individually, these decisions do not seem serious, but when added up over time, they
inevitably result in failure of the worst sort—bankruptcy, which means game over for an
entrepreneur.
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2. Andy’s Success
Here is the story of Andy, another inventor. Andy invented a new optical testing system used
in the making of pre-cast concrete buildings.
His is a story of success, because Andy avoided all of Jason’s mistakes.
Å Andy had the right team from the beginning. Andy knew that he was a perfectionist
engineer, and so he partnered with Peter, a flamboyant sales character who understood
the market, and Mike, an analytical manager who was organised and got things done.
From that onwards, he always had help. His core team was a mix of complementary
personalities and skill sets. Jason started out alone, and stayed alone throughout.
Å Andy had a realistic strategy. He was willing to plan and listen to expert advice. Andy
did his homework, by identifying the phases his innovation would go through. The
core team would make sure that their actions aligned with their desired outcomes. For
every product phase, he and Mike would set aside a realistic time plan and budget, and
Peter would reach out to his business network to determine interested market
segments. If Andy got over-enthusiastic about the technical aspects, the others would
bring him back to reality. All decisions made were based on knowledge of their
competitive landscape. Jason lived in a dream world, had no plan, did not listen to
anyone, and did not care about understanding his competitors.
Å Andy’s R&D focused on what the market needed, and adapted the product
accordingly. His original product was an optical testing system meant for swimming
pool tubs. But Peter did market response tests, and realized that there was an untapped
market—building contractors who wanted a testing system for documentation to
defend liability claims by their developers. So the invention ultimately served to make
buildings. Without getting actual input from the market, Andy would never have
realized that. Jason stuck with his original idea, and never adapted his product to
actual market demand.
Å Andy’s R&D process was also efficient and timely. Mike mediated between the
conflicting tendencies of Andy (product development) and Peter (sales). Often, Peter
would find paying customers for early iterations of the product, but Andy would not be
willing to sell the product until it was technically flawless. Mike would then convince
Andy not to wait for a perfect product, and also persuaded Peter to not promise more
than what they could deliver. If he had to, Mike would tear the product out of Andy’s
hands and deliver it to paying customers in time. Jason had nobody to force him to
deliver a finished product.
Å Andy had a comprehensive FTO from day one. Andy, Peter and Mike checked
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existing patent publications to see if there was any possibility of infringement. They
also checked for other business and legal issues like regulations and compliance. In
addition, they researched potential obstacles, including hostility of competition, bad
publicity, potential legal threats like product liability, lack of formal user training for
device users, and dealing with device replacements, among others. All this preparation
came in handy when Peter talked with potential investors. It generated trust and
showed investors that the team knew what they were doing. Jason had zero FTO.
Å Andy had a solid IP protection strategy and a patent attorney with the right technical
background. Andy would note down every new inventive concept in a growing patent
application document. Before entering the next product phase, he would secure a filing
date by filing the document with the local patent office. Andy’s patent attorney was
supportive of filing makeshift patent applications at an early stage without putting too
much work time in, thus keeping costs down. This patent attorney also had an
engineering background and previously worked as an R&D engineer in
electromechanical measurement systems. So from a technical point of view, both of
them were speaking the same language. Together, they made sure to file a litigationgrade PCT patent application for the four main aspects of his invention before the end
of the priority year of his first patent application. Jason had zero IP strategy, and also
listened to bad advice, filing expensive patent applications that had little or no value
because they were not in line with his actual product.
Å Andy did market validation using specific marketing techniques with the goal of
generating customer response. Peter was an expert in online marketing, and the first
thing he did was to set up a landing page with information about the intended product
on the company website. They referred to this often when talking to potential
customers and investors, thus saving a tremendous amount of time. Later, close to the
launch of product v1.0, the landing page allowed them to collect the contact
information of interested customers, in return for allowing them to download useful
information about the product. That helped build up their email lists for later
marketing purposes. Jason ignored all marketing activities.
Å Andy talked to customers and investors from the beginning. Peter and Andy were
aggressive in meeting people. They wanted to achieve maximum penetration of their
target market. They attended trade shows where they met many potential customers.
After, they would follow up with these people over LinkedIn and exchange emails,
slowly building a relationship of trust. Within only a year, Peter had built up a database
with 5,000 leads, from both potential customers and investors. Jason ignored potential
customers and investors.
Å Andy’s "bottom up" approach of first doing market response testing before
developing the product led to strong investor interest. Peter leveraged his database
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with the help of a commercial CRM system. He could commit full-time to fundraising
and sales, because there was Andy to develop the product and Mike to meet the
deadlines. Peter put in an incredible amount of sustained effort, spending about 1,400
working hours over only four months, contacting and pitching more than 3,000
investors, and performing due diligence and term sheet negotiations. He was so busy
that he had to hire two assistants for that. As a result, the team achieved investment of
$1.5 million, before their product v1.0 was even ready. Their fundraising triumph
made Andy realize that the success of their start-up was determined by their own
financial inertia, and not so much by the quality of their product, as he had initially
thought. Jason could not attract serious investors because there was no product to
show, nor any existing relationships of trust.
Everything is connected. Jason was aware of the innovation tactics, but he applied them at the
wrong time or badly. Jason’s approach was piecemeal, and never came together in a cohesive
strategy.
Andy from the beginning had a clear long-term goal and a well-defined strategy, and applied
every innovation tactic in an efficient and effective way towards that end.
3. Facing the Consequences
Failure of some sort is inevitable on the entrepreneurial journey. Nothing is perfect, and not
everything will go your way.
The difference is: do you want your failure to be low risk and contained, so that you can cut
your losses and focus your energies on something else with a higher chance of success? Or do
you want your failure to be slow and drawn out, like a zombie company that sucks out your
life over years, leaving you with nothing?
Failure can be cheap or expensive, and my hope is that this book has shown you how failure
can be turned into a success.
Remember, innovation is a transcendent power. It comes from nature, and has inherent
hierarchies and rules, which come with consequences. If you go against these rules, nature
itself will punish you. But if you follow them, and learn to surrender to the intrinsic values of
the system, you will receive its blessings.
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PART E: CONCLUSION

THE FOREST AND THE TREES
To me, innovation strategy is like a forest, and innovation tactics are the trees.
If you see only the big picture forest, you miss out on the many details that require attention.
This happens if you have a strong vision for your idea, but no clear plan to bring it to market.
If you focus only on cultivating one tree, you risk ignoring the rest of the ecosystem. This
happens when you prioritize product over marketing, or IP over FTO.
And as in any natural system, the laws of time must be followed, and slack is not permitted.
Everything is related. Everything functions within a well-ordered system. Successful
innovators need to be able to switch their perspectives as needed, and use the right tools at the
right time.
Visit https://bit.ly/4x4-conclusion for Part E updates and discussion forums.
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A CALL TO ACTION

EMPOWER YOURSELF NOW
I have walked you through the forest that I have been farming for the longest part of my life.
By reading this book, you have taken a guided tour through some fairly complex ideas. You
may be able to harvest a rich crop from the forest. You may be able to zoom in on single trees
and grow them well. You may get lucky. Or you may not.
I will not lie. Success in innovation is statistically uncommon; at most one in a hundred
innovations achieve economic success. The possibility of failure lurks around every corner.
But my hope is that you will take the lessons you have learnt in this book, and apply them to
your ideas, your products, your team, and your business.
The key concept I want you to remember is the 4x4 matrix at the heart of my innovation
strategy. It sets the order of what you should do, through specific tactics that you apply at
specific points over the course of your product development cycle.

By following these guidelines, you will be better equipped to navigate the intricate forest of
innovation. With these basic tools, you will find it easier to systematically discern between
innovations with a higher chance of success, and innovations for which the time or
circumstances are not yet right. This will reduce bad decisions, eliminate unnecessary pain,
and possibly even save the life of your company.
By following the template of my 4x4 Innovation Strategy, you will find it easy to attract
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investor interest, because you will be prepared with the answers to all of their questions.
And with an in-depth understanding of the different parts of the forest, you will find it easier
to work with product developers, marketing professionals and IP professionals. You will
understand how these specialists think, which is essential because innovation includes many
sub-disciplines.
Any good university course will establish a theory that can and must be applied in practice.
Right now, this book explains the theory of the 4x4 Innovation Strategy. In fact, I have shown
you a good part of my theory and toolkit as a patent attorney. You can already start using it.
But in future, there will also be an Entrepreneur Edition, which will take you step-by-step
through applying the theory to your own innovative idea, in the form of worksheets and other
material.
If you have more questions about innovation strategy, intellectual property, or
entrepreneurship in general, help is available in many forms. The best place to start is my
website ip-lawyer-tools.com, which has extensive training courses you can take, stories about
inventors and entrepreneurs, as well as an active community for support and advice.
Whether you are an inventor, entrepreneur, or professional in other fields, I wish you the best
of luck on your innovation journey.
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Hello, I am Martin Schweiger and I am a patent attorney.
Actually, it was never my life plan to become a patent attorney. I started out as an explorer
and inventor myself. I created a lot of inventions and have sold inventions like foldable
kitchen scales and sensors for robot arms. I have also set up a number of businesses, some by
myself and some with partners. My first business was a tuition ring at the age of 14, and after
that I have always had businesses along the way, many but not all in the area of services. My
most successful business has been my own IP law firm, Schweiger & Partners. The work in
my firm is all about standardization and automation, which requires a lot of creativity.
I became a patent attorney only because there was a recession in 1993 in Germany and also
worldwide. During that recession, it was impossible even for a young but overqualified
engineer with a Master’s Degree in Engineering and five working languages to find a job. I
had been offered two scholarships for a Ph.D. program, one in Montréal (Canada) and one in
Grenoble (France). For a short stint of three months, I tested the sweet life of an academic at
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way to create my own serious business.
That was almost 30 years ago. Since then, I have personally drafted more than 500 patent
applications, supervised in my IP law firm the drafting and filing of about 18,000 patents,
4,000 trademarks, and worked for all sorts of multinational companies like Siemens, General
Motors, Infineon, Airbus, Opel, IBM, and Lenovo, just to name a few. My IP law firm has
offices in Munich and Singapore, and if there is a big German MNC in either of these two
cities, we probably have worked for them. I lead a team of about 30 people, and over the 25
years of the firm’s history, we have achieved more than one hundred million dollars in
cumulative revenue.
Five years ago, on my 50th birthday, I sat down and contemplated what I was going to do
with my life. From then onwards, I decided that my remaining lifetime would be used for a
more important purpose, and that I would make a transition from seeking success to seeking
significance. I decided to find out what makes a business successful, in order to leave a legacy
for all creative and innovative people who want to become successful business people
themselves. That led me to read clinical psychology at the University of Toronto (Canada),
and to study all the scholarly articles about entrepreneurship that I could get hold of.
So here I am, with my multiple hats as engineer, inventor, patent attorney, businessman, and
also amateur psychologist and thinker about entrepreneurship and innovation. My life path as
a teacher, trainer and guide is becoming clearer every day. It is my sincerest hope that the fruit
of all my knowledge, experience and wisdom will help you in realizing your own calling.
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ABOUT SCHWEIGER & PARTNERS
Schweiger & Partners is a specialized Patents and Trademarks firm with offices in Singapore
and Germany.
Unlike traditional legal firms who struggle with profitability in an age of automation, we are
on a sharp growth trajectory.
We think and act differently. We are hyper-focused on creating client value through
productizing solutions, implementing highly efficient attributive marketing, and analyzing data
and metrics across the end-to-end client cycle for business insights.
Our business success has been validated by recommendations from clients and peers. Twice
in a row for 2019 and 2020, the Financial Times Europe declared us to be one of Europe’s
leading patent law firms, with five medals in the engineering, software and materials science
disciplines.
Because of our disruptive business practices and unique visionary culture, we are ready to
thrive in a rapidly changing legal industry.
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